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LEADERSHIP
WORKSHOPS

EXECUTIVE
COACHING

BUSINESS
CONSULTING

• Engaging local, virtual, and global teams

• Building relationships across generations

• Crafting a unique professional brand

• Actionable takeaways

• Real-world scenarios and stories

• Interactive and high-energy delivery

• Elevating Employee Engagement

• Leading Inward, Outward, and Onward

• Future-Proo�ng Your Company: 
  Engaging Gen Y to Z 

• Leading Across Time Zones and 
  Diverse Cultures 

• Crafting Professional Brand 
  and Executive Presence

AMAZING LEADERS
Dima Ghawi works with organizations to transform their executives 
into visionary leaders, ready to take their companies to the next level. 
She provides the tools, skills, and motivation necessary to create a 
high-performing work environment  that  elevates  employee engagement
and  cultivates rewarding client relationships—all while maintaining a focus 
on growing the bottom line.

“Even while discussing important leadership topics, 
the presentation was delivered in an engaging way 
that kept the attendees interested. ”

"Dima is an expert in leadership development, and 
inspires her audience to take action to advance 
personally and professionally.”

–  KAREN BREAUX // HR Director , P&N

dimaghawi.com / (800) 434-0898 / dima@dimaghawi.com
–  L .  MARANTO // Vice President, Visit Baton Rouge

YOUR LEADERSHIP TEAM WILL
LEARN METHOD FOR:



TWO DECADES OF LEADERSHIP 
EXPERIENCE

ENGAGING STYLE GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE

Dima’s methods are backed by more 
than 20 years of corporate leadership 

and employee development with 
Fortune 20 companies including 11 

years of cultivating leaders at IBM. 

Dima’s professional experiences across the 
globe gives her unique insight into multicul-

tural engagement and leading diverse teams. 
She uses that knowledge to illuminate a new 

perspective that enables her audience to 
thrive as leaders in diverse environments.  

From logic and solid statistics to humor 
and story telling, Dima’s workshop 

approach engages all learning styles to 
ensure that your leadership team retains 

actionable and enduring skills.

dimaghawi.com / (800) 434-0898 / dima@dimaghawi.com

ABOUT DIMA

With two decades of experience leading cross-cultural teams, managing client relationships, and 
developing talent for companies like IBM, Merrill Lynch, and Bank of America, Dima combines 

corporate expertise with her inspiring leadership story to captivate and motivate audiences.
  

Through keynote speeches, interactive workshops, dynamic training programs, personalized 
coaching, and an online community, Dima speaks to leaders and visionaries who are ready to 

expand their potential personally and professionally.

HOW IS DIMA


